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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel joint intelligent trajectory design and resource allocation algorithm

based on user’s mobility and their requested services for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) assisted

networks, where UAVs act as nodes of a network function virtualization (NFV) enabled network. Our

objective is to maximize energy efficiency and minimize the average delay on all services by allocating

the limited radio and NFV resources. In addition, due to the traffic conditions and mobility of users, we

let some Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) to migrate from their current locations to other locations

to satisfy the Quality of Service requirements. We formulate our problem to find near-optimal locations

of UAVs, transmit power, subcarrier assignment, placement, and scheduling the requested service’s

functions over the UAVs and perform suitable VNF migration. Then we propose a novel Hierarchical

Hybrid Continuous and Discrete Action (HHCDA) deep reinforcement learning method to solve our

problem. Finally, the convergence and computational complexity of the proposed algorithm and its

performance analyzed for different parameters. Simulation results show that our proposed HHCDA

method decreases the request reject rate and average delay by 31.5% and 20% and increases the energy

efficiency by 40% compared to DDPG method.
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Index Terms

UAVs’ trajectory, VNF placement and scheduling, VNF migration, deep reinforcement learning,

Hierarchical Hybrid Actions .

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Nowadays, daily life seriously depends on data networks and costumers which expect to have

services in any circumstances. For instance, gathering of large number of people at a short period

of time in one place, sport matches, or heavy traffics in the crowded crossover, causes an overload

to the local network. Moreover, during the natural disaster in which a lot of infrastructures are

destroyed and the conventional Base Stations (BSs) do not work properly, users can hardly access

to the network. One of the most effective approaches to overcome the aforementioned challenges

is to deploy the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle assisted (UAV-assisted) networks, in which UAVs can

play the roles of BSs, in addition to their abilities to move and create an ad-hoc network [1].

However, the available resources in UAVs are limited and they should be properly managed so

that they can provide better performance. In an UAV-assisted network, the locations of UAVs and

the way they change their locations, affect the power consumption and the Quality of Service

(QoS) [2].

Network function virtualization (NFV) is one of the key technologies for the next generation

cellular networks, which can reduce the deployment cost of network functions [3]. In a traditional

way, network functions (NFs) are implemented on the dedicated hardwares. This approach not

only lacks of flexibility, but also it is expensive [4]. Instead, NFs can be implemented as software

on general purpose hardware and do the same functionality such as firewall or traffic monitor.

This can help operators to quickly provide the new NFs for mobile networks. A network service

consists of a service chain of two or more Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) which should be

executed on different nodes. In other words, the VNFs are deployed over some nodes that can

be linked to create a service chain in response to a demand [5], [6]. Changing the locations

of mobile users and their service requests will oblige NFV enabled networks to perform VNF

migration in order to satisfy the network QoS requirements [4]. In other words, considering a real

environment, users are mobile and their requested services are dynamic hence, to guarantee QoS

and reduce latency, we need to do proper migration planning where the users receive the requested
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services seamlessly. In addition, new requirements of emerging services like virtual reality have

high data rate [7]. To overcome this, we can use a new spectral efficient non orthogonal multiple

access (NOMA) technology like power domain NOMA (PD-NOMA) which can improve the

data rate of users. Compared with previous orthogonal multiple access (OMA) technologies like

orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA), PD-NOMA can support more users

and offer higher data rates [8].

The optimal resource allocation, function placement, and scheduling in NFV-enabled networks

need more attention since the NFV technology provides more flexibility to the resource limited

wireless networks. On the one hand, most of the resource allocation and VNF placement problems

are non-convex and NP-hard, therefore, it is very difficult to obtain the optimal solutions by

traditional methods, especially in large scale networks. In addition, as the number of optimization

variables increase, the traditional methods may not achieve the sub-optimal solution and their

performance complexity increases exponentially. Also, the traditional methods must be solved

every time the network parameters change, therefore it is impractical to use the traditional

methods for such complex problems. To tackle these challenges, Artificial Intelligence (AI)-

based algorithms can be effectively used to solve such optimization problems. One of the best

AI-based solutions is Reinforcement Learning (RL) in which an agent observes the environment,

takes an action, and based on the received reward chooses a strategy to reach the efficient policy

[9]. However, RL cannot operate well in the large environment because it needs a huge amount

of resources such as memory and processor. In this regard, the Deep RL (DRL) methods are

introduced which utilize deep neural networks to process the learning procedure [10]. DRL

methods can provide solutions for modern networks which arise a large environment with high

computational complexity. In addition, since the centralized single-agent methods lead to large

signaling overhead in large networks, DRL based solutions can be used in a decentralized multi-

agent manner which become more popular in recent networks such as UAV-assisted networks

[11]. In this approach, each agent takes its own decision independently of the others. Therefore,

it is not required to obtain global information and can reduce the signaling overhead in large

networks [12].

B. Literature Review

1) UAV Deployment and Radio Resource Allocation: The authors in [13] considered an UAV-

assisted network in which the UAVs operate as on-board edge servers and collect data from
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Internet of Things (IoT) nodes. They proposed a two-dimensional path planing and an optimal

transmit power for UAVs by utilizing Q-learning in which the UAVs were trained by a centralized

cloud with the amount of collected data as the objective function. A movement and deployment

design for multiple UAVs were considered in [14] where the authors considered the effect of

user mobility in their design, and proposed an AI-based three-dimensional path planning by

utilizing Q-learning. The aim of their design was to maximize the user’s quality of experience

as a function of transmission rate. A trajectory design for UAVs was developed in [15] by

considering both ground and aerial users. The aim in [15] was to maximize the number of

serving users by proposing a double Q-learning based algorithm. The authors in [16] considered

a vehicular control network and utilized an UAV to improve their network performance. They

utilized a deep learning algorithm based on Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) for

resource allocation and UAV trajectory design. A resource allocation design was proposed in

[17], in which the data rate of each UAV was maximized and Markov Decision Process (MDP)

was adopted to their problem in order to solve it using Q-learning method. In [18], the authors

minimized the transmit power and power consumption per movement by an optimal placement

of UAVs. They utilized a novel machine learning algorithm based on Gaussian mixture model

and a weighted expectation maximization algorithm to deploy UAVs in a not congested way

with the minimum power consumption and movement cost.

2) NFV Management: The authors in [19] investigated the NFV enabled network, and founded

the optimal function scheduling to minimize the processing and transmission delay. They solved

the problem based on Genetic algorithm. In [20], the authors proposed an algorithm for schedul-

ing and VNF placement to minimize the number of virtual machines and the total transmit

power. The authors adopted NFV in [21], in which they provided Tactile Internet (TI) service.

They considered joint VNF placement and radio resource allocation, while guaranteeing the

required delay for TI service by finding the optimal transmit power and function scheduling.

In [22], the authors considered a function placement problem in a cloud, where their aim was

to minimize the latency by considering the capacity limitation, node availability, and tolerated

delay of the services. The authors developed an AI-based solution for function placement in

order to minimize the number of utilized nodes and links. They exploited deep Q-learning as a

solution to their problem [23]. According to the literature, non of the previous works considered

the function placement on UAVs to serve the mobile users.
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3) VNF Migration: The authors in [24] considered VNF migration scheduling problem based

on an encoder-decoder recurrent neural network. In [25], the authors considered impact of user’s

mobility on VNF placement in a cellular network, aiming to minimize the cost of VNF migration.

In [26], the authors investigated the mobility of users that may cause the NFV enabled network

to re-route the VNF placement to handle the requested service. In [27], the authors combined

mechanism for prediction and migration together to optimize the cost of VNFs migration and

guarantee the quality of services that may be decreased by resource limitations. They proposed

a real-time VNF migration algorithm based on deep belief network to predict future resources

requirements. They investigated bandwidth utilization and migration problems jointly.

4) UAV Trajectory Design : The authors in [28] proposed a framework for joint UAV place-

ment and route optimization in a multi-hop UAV relaying communications system, taking into

account the mobility of the ground nodes, the UAVs mobility constraints, and the UAVs propul-

sion energy consumption. In [29] the trajectory, task data, and computing resource allocation had

been joinly optimized to minimize the energy consumption among UAVs. The resource allocation

problem for multiple users were considered in the UAV MEC-enabled network in [30], in which

computation offloading, UAV trajectory and user scheduling were jointly studied. Authors in

[31] proposed an UAV-assisted and distributed sense-and-send protocol in which a decentralized

DRL based trajectory design were developed to ensure coverage and user fairness to minimize

the age-of-information (AoI) when the UAVs execute sensing tasks through cooperative sensing

and transmission.

5) Deep Reinforcement Learning based solution: AI-based methods are promising solutions

for solving the problems which are NP-hard and non-convex [32]. However, depending on the

problem, the state-of-the-art methods such as Deep Q Network (DQN) and DDPG may lose

to perform optimally due to their restrictions. For instance, DQN cannot perform optimally

in the environment with continuous actions [32], also DDPG cannot be directly used for the

environment that contains discrete actions [33]. On the other hand, there are environments

which have both discrete and continuous actions simultaneously, and for which the parameterized

actions space based DRL [34] methods are perfectly suited. However, in some situations, like

as our system model, the discrete and continuous actions in the environment are dependent to

each other. For instance, the discrete actions should be taken based on the continuous ones and

the existing DRL methods cannot be directly used to solve such a hybrid environment.

From the above literature review, there is not an UAV-assisted network which considers UAVs
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as NFV enabled nodes so that the VNF placement and migration approach with the limited radio

and NFV resources are performed by the UAVs, aiming to satisfy the QoS of the mobile users.

In the proposed VNF migration enabled UAV-assisted network, the locations of UAVs not only

should be changed related to the locations of users, but also should be determined based on the

requested services of users. Moreover, the limitation of power budget and available bandwidths

between UAVs may results to increase the delay of services. Another challenge for this kind

of networks is the Central Processing Unit (CPU) limitation for UAV nodes, which causes

that they can run only a few number of functions. In some environments, like UAV-assisted

and migration enabled NFV networks, as VNF placement and radio resource allocation have

dependent continuous and discrete values, DRL methods like DDPG and DQN cannot optimally

perform due to their limitation for the action selection. Therefore in this paper, we propose a new

Hierarchical Hybrid Continuous and Discrete Action (HHCDA) DRL method which considers

joint discrete and continuous actions to find near-optimal solution for our proposed problem.

C. Our Contributions

In this paper, we consider an UAV-assisted network, where the UAVs are utilized as NFV

nodes to play BS roles. We formulate our problem as an optimization problem, in which we

aim to jointly maximize the Energy Efficiency (EE) and minimize services’ delay by finding

optimal transmit power, subcarrier assignment, UAVs’ location, service function chaining, func-

tion placement and scheduling subject to network and resource constraints. According to the

discussion above, the primary contributions of our paper are listed as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, the existing works in the literature did not utilize migration

enabled VNF placement and scheduling over UAVs. We assume that UAVs are the NFV

enabled nodes on which the VNFs can be placed in an optimal way. Also, we consider that

VNF migration can take place due to user’s mobility and their diverse service requests.

• We propose a novel trajectory design algorithm for UAVs based on joint user’s mobility and

service requests, in which the EE of UAVs are maximized and the delay of the requested

services is minimized.

• With the help of two efficient DRL methods as DQN and DDPG, HHCDA DRL method

is proposed to solve our problem which can handle the continuous and discrete actions,

including transmit power allocation, subcarrier assignment, UAV trajectory design, VNF

placement and scheduling.
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• By conducting simulation, we compare our proposed HHCDA solution with the baseline

DRL methods from performance computational complexity and convergence perspectives.

Simulations validate that our proposed DRL method outperforms the benchmark approaches

from the request reject rate (RRR), average delay, and energy efficiency point of view by

35%, 19%, and 26%, respectively. .

D. Organization and Notation

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the system model is

presented. In Section III, the optimization problem is formulated, and the elements of learning

based algorithm are determined in Section IV. Simulation results and their analysis are discussed

in Section V, and finally in Section VI, the conclusion is presented.

Notations: Vectors and matrices are denoted by boldface small and big letters, respectively.

∇aQ determined the gradient of Q over a, and Pr(J = J ′) is used to show the probability when

J = J ′. Es{.} is the expectation function over s, and |.| denotes the number of elements in the

set.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an UAV-assisted network, where each UAV serves a number of users. There is

a set of UAVs as U indexed by u, where |U| = U denotes the number of UAVs. Each UAV

is equipped with a single antenna. A time set T is indexed by t, where |T | = T denotes the

number of time slots. The time slots have equal duration of ι. The location of UAV u at time

slot t is denoted by q̌u(t) =
(
x̌u(t), y̌u(t), žu(t)

)
where x̌u(t) ∈ R, y̌u(t) ∈ R, and žu(t) ∈ R are

horizontal, vertical, and altitude coordinates of UAV u at time slot t, respectively. We assume that

the maximum UAV’s velocity is Wmax. Therefore, each UAV can travel at maximum distance as

Dmax = Wmaxι between two adjacent slots. To avoid the collision, the minimum safe distance,

Dmin must be kept between UAVs. Thus, for UAV u, the following mobility constraint must be

satisfied to restrict the its trajectory [35]:

C1: ‖q̌u(t+ 1)− q̌u(t)‖ ≤ Dmax,C2: ‖q̌u(t)− q̌u′(t)‖ ≥ Dmin,∀u 6= u′, (1)

where ‖.‖ denotes the Euclidean norm. Constraint C1 denotes that the maximum movement of

the UAVs at each time slot is restricted by its maximum flying speed. Constraint C2 indicates

that the minimum distance between two UAVs should not be less than the minimum value, Dmin.
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The assigned user set to UAV u is denoted by Ku with |Ku| = Ku. Each user can be served

by only one UAV at a time and is equipped with a single antenna. The set of assigned users to

all UAVs is denoted by KTot =
⋃U
u=1Ku with KTot = |KTot|. We construct a set of total nodes

which contains the users and the UAVs as N = {U ,KTot} with U +KTot = N . The location of

user k at time slot t is represented by q̃k(t) = (x̃k(t), ỹk(t)) ∈ R which are the horizontal and

vertical coordinates of user k, respectively. Since the users change their locations at each time

slot, we consider the random walk model for their mobility [36]. The users move uniformly in

any direction with a random speed between 0 and V max.

We assume that the network uses three separated bands for links between UAV-UAV, UAV-

User, and User-UAV so that there is no overlap between these links. Each bandwidth is divided

into several orthogonal subcarriers. We assume that the bandwidth of UAV-UAV communication,

B̂ is divided into a set of V subcarriers each with bandwidth B̂1 denoted by v, the bandwidth

of UAV-User communication denoted by B is divided into a set of L subcarriers, each with

bandwidth B1 denoted by l, and the bandwidth of User-UAV communication indicated by B̃

that is divided into a set of E subcarriers, each with bandwidth B̃1 denoted by e. Fig. 1 shows

the considered system model.

A. Communication Model

1) UAV to User Communication (DL Access Network): We consider a PD-NOMA technique

for communication between UAVs and users, where the maximum transmit power of UAV u,

Pmax
u is divided among its serving users over all subcarriers by adopting power allocation, p̂luk(t).

In PD-NOMA, the transmitter can transmit signals of more than one user on each subcarrier

using superposition coding (SC), and different users can receive its signal using successive

interference cancellation (SIC). To send information of user k on subcarrier l represented by ŝlk,

with unit power, i.e. E{|ŝlk|2} = 1, UAV u sends the following signal on subcarrier l at time

slot t, ζ lu =
∑

k∈K g
l
uk(t)

√
p̂luk(t)ŝ

l
k, where gluk(t) is a binary variable with gluk(t) = 1 when user

k is assigned to UAV u on subcarrier l at time slot t and otherwise gluk(t) = 0, and we ensure

that each user can only be allocated to only one UAV in DL as follows:

C4:

[∑
l∈L

gluk(t)

][ ∑
u′∈U ,u′ 6=u

∑
l∈L

glu′k(t)

]
= 0,∀u, k. (2)

Moreover, by the following constraint, we enforce that the transmit power of UAV u over all
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Fig. 1. The considered system model.

subcarriers to its serving users does not exceed the power budget of UAV u, Pmax
u :

C5:
∑
k∈K

∑
l∈L

gluk(t)p̂
l
uk(t) ≤ Pmax

u . (3)

UAV u sends signal to user k on subcarrier l through a channel with the channel power gain
¯̂
hluk(t), which consists of line of sight (LoS) and non-line of sight (NLoS) links as follows [16]:

¯̂
hluk(t) =

ĥ
l,LoS
uk (t) =

(
duk(t)4πf lc

c

)−κ
, LoS,

ĥl,NLoS
uk (t) = ξ

(
duk(t)4πf lc

c

)−κ
, NLoS,

(4)

where duk(t) is the distance between UAV u and user k at time slot t, κ is the path loss

component, ξ is the additional path loss component for the NLoS link, f lc denotes the carrier

frequency of subcarrier l, and c is the light speed. The probability of LoS link, i.e., PrLoS, and
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the probability of NLoS link, i.e, PrNLoS, are obtained as follows [2]:

PrLoS = Pr
(
ĥl,LoS
uk (t)

)
=

1

1 + β1 exp
(
−β2

(
180
π

arctan
(
ĥl,LoS
uk (t)

duk(t)

)
− β1

)) , (5)

PrNLoS = Pr
(
ĥl,NLoS
uk (t)

)
= 1− Pr

(
ĥl,LoS
uk (t)

)
, (6)

where β1 and β2 are related to the operation environment [37]. Therefore, the channel power

gain is obtained as:
¯̂
hluk(t) = PrLoS ĥ

l,LoS
uk (t) + PrNLoS ĥ

l,NLoS
uk (t). (7)

The received signal at user k on subcarrier l assigned to UAV u contains the signal that its UAV

and other UAVs send on subcarrier l:

ψluk =
¯̂
hluk(t)ζ

l
u(t) +

∑
u′∈U ,u′ 6=u

glu′k(t)
¯̂
hlu′k(t)ζ

l
u′(t) + nlk. (8)

From the PD-NOMA concept, to utilize SIC for separating different user’s signals, an ordering
among users served by each UAV should be achieved. The channel power gain to interference

and noise ratio (CINR) is considered as the criterion for ordering users of an UAV1, thus CINR

of user k assigned to UAV u can be computed as below [38]:

CINRl
uk(t) =

¯̂
hluk(t)∑

u′∈U ,u′ 6=u
¯̂
hlu′k(t) +B1N0

, (9)

where B1 denotes the bandwidth of each subcarrier, and N0 is the power spectral density of

noise on subcarrier l. The users are ordered in the decreasing order from the strongest user, i.e.,

the user with the highest CINR to the weakest user, i.e., the user with the lowest CINR for

SIC decoding at the receiver sides. By the ordering of users, each user can remove the signal

of other users which have lower CINR than its signal, and consider the signal of others which

have higher CINR as noise. The instantaneous signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) at

user k on subcarrier l which is assigned to UAV u is computed as follows:

SINRl
uk(k, t) =

gluk(t)
¯̂
hluk(t)p̂

l
uk(t)

¯̂
hluk(t)

∑
k′∈Ku,CINRl

uk′>CINR
l
uk
gluk′(t)p̂

l
uk′(t) + I luk(t) +B1N0

(10)

1For SIC decoding, ordering is an important issue for improving the PD-NOMA performance. The optimal ordering can
be obtained by solving the optimization problem to fine the optimal ordering variables. However, this approach has high
computational complexity, so many works use CINR based ordering which is suitable for multi-UAV system with inter UAVs
interferences [38].
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where I luk(t) is the inter UAV interference on user k which is assigned to UAV u and is computed

as I luk(t) =
∑

u′∈U ,u′ 6=u g
l
u′k(t)p

l
u′k

¯̂
hlu′k(t). The following constraint arises to perform the SIC

successfully:

C6: SINRl
uk(i, t)− SINRl

uk(k, t) ≥ 0, CINRl
uk(i, t) > CINRl

uk(k, t),∀u ∈ U , k ∈ K, l ∈ L.

(11)

where SINRl
uk(i, t) denotes the SINR of user k on subcarrier l at UAV u at user i [39]. Based

on this constraint, the SINR of worse user (with lower CINR) at the better users (with higher

CINR) should be more than its own SINR. The data rate for user k of UAV u on subcarrier l

at time slot t with bandwidth B1 is obtained as follows:

rluk(t) = B1 log2

(
1 + SINRl

uk(t)
)
, ∀k ∈ K, u ∈ U . (12)

2) User to UAV Communication (UL Access Network): For the user to UAV communication,

we consider UL PD-NOMA scheme where multiple users transmit their signals to the UAVs.

The received signal at UAV u on subcarrier e is given by

ϕeu =
∑
k∈Ku

g̃eku(t)h̃
e
ku(t)

√
p̃eku(t)s̄

e
k +

∑
u′∈U ,u′ 6=u

∑
k∈Ku′

g̃eku(t)h̃
e
ku(t)

√
p̃eku′(t)s̄

e
k + ñeu. (13)

Similar to DL access network, we define the parameters for UL access network on different

subcarrier e, p̃eku(t) denotes the transmit power of user k assigned to UAV u on subcarrier e,

s̄ek denotes the information of user k transmitted on subcarrier e, with E{|s̄ek|2} = 1, ñek is the

Gaussian noise with power spectral density N0, g̃eku(t) is a binary variable with g̃eku(t) = 1 when

user k is assigned to UAV u on subcarrier e at time slot t in the UL and otherwise g̃eku(t) = 0,

and we ensure that each user can only be allocated to one UAV in UL as follows:

C7:

[∑
e∈E

g̃euk(t)

][ ∑
u′∈U ,u′ 6=u

∑
e∈E

g̃eu′k(t)

]
= 0,∀e, k. (14)

Based on (2) and (14), each user can be allocated to different UAVs separately in DL and UL

transmission. In the following constraint, we enforce that the transmit power of user k over all

subcarriers to its assigned UAV does not exceed the power budget of user k, P̃max
k :

C8:
∑
u∈U

∑
e∈E

g̃eku(t)p̃
e
ku(t) ≤ P̃max

k . (15)
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User k sends signal to UAV u on subcarrier e through a channel with the channel power gain

h̃eku(t). The similar equations to (5), (6), and (7) can be used to determine the UL channel

gains, h̃eku(t). By the ordering of users based on their channel gain, h̃ek′u > h̃eku,∀k′, k ∈ Ku, the

UAVs perform SIC to separate the signals of different users. The UAVs first decode the strongest

user’s signal by considering the signals of other users as noise, then after subtracting it from the

received signal, decodes the next user’s signal from the remaining, and so on. The instantaneous

SINR of user k on subcarrier e at UAV u is computed as follows:

˜SINR
e

ku(t) =
h̃eku(t)p̃

e
ku(t)

h̃eku(t)
∑

k′∈Ku,h̃ek′u(t)<h̃eku(t) g̃
e
ku(t)p̃

e
k′u(t) + Ĩeu(t) + B̃1N0

, (16)

where Ĩeu(t) is the inter-user interference at UAV u on subcarrier e which is computed as below:

Ĩeu(t) =
∑

u′∈U ,u′ 6=u

∑
k∈Ku′

g̃eku′(t)h̄
e
ku(t)p̃

e
ku′(t). (17)

The received data rate from user k on UAV u on subcarrier e with bandwidth B̃1 at time slot t

is obtained as follows:

r̃eku(t) = B̃1 log2

(
1 + ˜SINR

e

ku(t)
)
, ∀k ∈ K, u ∈ U . (18)

B. UAV to UAV Communication

We consider a binary variable to show assignment of subcarriers as σvuu′(t), which is equal

to 1 when subcarrier v is utilized for communication between UAV u to UAV u′, otherwise, 0.

Subcarrier v is chosen from subcarrier set V with size V . The data rate between two UAVs can

be calculated as below:

$v
uu′ = B̂1 log2

(
1 +

σvuu′(t)p
v
uu′(t)h

v
uu′(t)

B̂1N0

)
, (19)

where pvuu′(t) is the transmit power over link UAV u to UAV u′ on subcarrier v, and hvuu′(t) is

the channel power gain between UAVs u and u′ computed as (4) and just contains the LoS link

[40]. To satisfy orthogonality among subcarriers, the following constraint must be met:

C9:
∑
v∈V

∑
u∈U

∑
u′∈U

σvuu′(t) ≤ 1. (20)
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C. Network Function Virtualization

We assume a set of communication service OTotal =
⋃I
i=1 Oi where I is the number of services.

Service Oi is described as Oi = {kS
i , k

D
i ,Fi, bi, Ti, τi}. Each service flow i, denoted by the pair

of source user and destination user (kS
i , k

D
i ). Fi = {fi,1, . . . , fij, . . . , fiJ} is a set of J VNFs,

where fij denotes function j of service Oi and is assumed to be placed over UAVs. bi is the

required bit rate of service Oi, Ti denotes the time duration of service Oi, and τi denotes the

maximum delay tolerated by service Oi. Because of the limited resources, each UAV can run a

few number of functions. Thus, the functions should be optimally placed by resource manager.

In each time slot, we consider a binary function assignment variable xfijuk (t) where xfijuk (t) = 1

means that function fij is placed in UAV u at time slot t for user k. Note that in some cases,

there is no direct links between two UAVs, therefore, some UAVs are utilized as relays which

just receive the data and send to next nodes. We define a binary variable yOi
uk(t) to represent if

UAV u act as a relay for Oi service route of user k, yOi
uk(t) = 1 and otherwise yOi

uk(t) = 0. In

addition, we define two binary variables χfijunk(t) and YOi
unk(t), to represent the path chain of each

service. χfijunk(t) is equal to 1 when function fij of user k is run in UAV u and is sent to node

n, YOi
unk(t) is equal to 1 when node u only relays the traffic of service Oi of user k toward node

n, otherwise they are equal to 0. To ensure that each function can only placed in one node, we

consider the following constraint:

C10:
∑
u∈U

x
fij
uk = 1,∀i, j, k. (21)

In addition, with the considered flow conservation constraint, we ensure that for a requested

service, a traffic leaves its source node n and eventually arrives at its destination node n′ [41]

as follows:

C11:
∑
ń∈U

(χ
fij
nńk + YOi

nńk)−
∑
ń∈U

(χ
fij′

ńnk + YOi
ńnk) =


1 n = kS

i ,

−1 n = kD
i

0 otherwise,

,∀i, n, k ∈ K, (22)

The new requested services during a time slot are considered at the start of next time slot.

An example of the procedure for management of 3 UAVs and two time slots is shown in Fig. 2.

As it can be seen in Fig. 2, after processing a function, it is sent to the next node, which causes

processing, transmission, and propagation delay. The propagation delay depends on the distance
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Fig. 2. An example of procedure for management and scheduling of 3 UAVs for two time slots.

between two communication nodes. The propagation delay between nodes u and u′ for VNF j

of service Oi of user k at time slot t is equal to

τ PD,j
iuu′k(t) =

(
x
fij
uk (t) + yOi

uk(t)
)(
YOi

uu′k(t) + χ
fij
uu′k(t)

)
duu′(t)/c. (23a)

x
fij
uk (t) + yOi

uk(t) 6 1, (23b)

YOi

uu′k(t) + χ
fij
uu′k(t) 6 1, (23c)

and (23b) and (23c) ensure that each UAV just plays a roll as a function executor or relay. The

transmission delay of VNF j of service Oi of user k depends on the assigned capacity of the

utilized link capacity:

τTD,j
iuu′k(t) =

(
x
fij
uk (t) + yOi

uk(t)
)(
YOi

uu′k(t) + χ
fij
uu′k(t)

) bi(t)
$uu′

, (24)

where $uu′ is the total data rate capacity between two connected UAV u and UAV u′. The

processing delay depends on the function which should be executed in a node and the resource

available in the node. We consider a processing delay of VNF j of service Oi of user k at time

slot t at node u as τ PR,j
iuk (t) which is computed as follows:

τ PR,j
iuk (t) = x

fij
uk (t)bico/Cu, (25)

where co is the required CPU cycle to process one bit. Cu is the total CPU cycle at UAV u. The

utilized CPU cycle in each UAV should not exceed the available CPU cycle at each time slot,

which is ensured as:

C12:
∑
k∈K

∑
i∈I

x
fij
uk (t)cobi ≤ Cu,∀u ∈ U . (26)
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The utilized bandwidth in each link should not exceed the available bandwidth at each time

slot, which is ensured as:

C13:
∑
k∈K

∑
i∈I

(
YOi

uu′k(t) + χ
fij
uu′k(t)

)
bi ≤

∑
v∈V

σvuu′(t)$
v
uu′ , ∀u, u′ ∈ U . (27)

D. Dynamic VNF Migration

Since the users and nodes are mobile in our proposed system and we consider time-varying

traffic, dynamic VNF migration must be applied to existing VNF instances in order to meet QoS

requirement of the newly arrived requests as well as providing continuous service for the existing

users. In addition, the proposed dynamic VNF migration must have minimum impact on the QoS

of the existing users. We formulate the dynamic VNF migration problem as a time-slotted model,

where the position of UAVs and users are fixed at each time slot and changes from the current

time slot to the next one. Note that a migration decision is made at the beginning of each time

slot. We define the binary decision variable mfij
ûǔk(t), with mfij

ûǔk(t) = 1 if VNF j of service Oi

of user k assigned to UAV û at time slot t−1 migrates to UAV ǔ at time slot t, and mfij
ûǔk(t) = 0

otherwise. Note that there is a relationship between x
fij
û (t − 1), xfijǔ (t), and m

fij
ûǔk(t), given by

m
fij
ûǔk(t) = x

fij
û (t − 1)x

fij
ǔ (t). The flow conservation constraint also must be satisfied for each

migration:

C14:
∑
ú∈U

m
fij
uúk(t)χ

Oi
uúk(t)−

∑
ú∈U

m
fij′

úuk(t)χ
Oi
úuk(t) =


1 , u = û,

−1 , u = ǔ

0 , otherwise,

,∀i, k ∈ K. (28)

Migration of VNF j of service Oi of user k from its current node u′ to its destination node

u may change the end-to-end delay of this service because the traffic of this service must be

re-routed through different paths and VNF fij must be executed in the new node with different

computing capacity. Therefore, any VNF migration occurs only if it does not degrade the quality

of corresponding service. The migration delay from UAV u′ to UAV u for VNF j of service Oi

of user k at time slot t can be formulated as:

τMG,j
iuu′k(t) = m

fij
uúk(t)

αfij

$uu′
, (29)
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where αfij is information of VNF j of service Oi which must send from its source to its

destination during migration process. The whole delay can be written as follows:

D(t) =
∑
n∈N

∑
u∈U

∑
k∈K

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈Fi

(
τ PR,j
iuk (t) + τ PD,j

iunk(t) + τTD,j
iunk(t) + τMG,j

iunk (t)

)
. (30)

For each function of service Oi, we suppose that successful migration can happen when the

destination VNF node has communication with the source VNF node and has enough resources

to process the migrated function. To ensure the QoS, the delay on service Oi of user k must be

smaller than the delay threshold τi as follows

C15:


∑

n∈N
∑

u∈U
∑

j∈Fi

(
τ PR,j
iuk (t) + τ PD,j

iunk(t) + τTD,j
iunk(t) + τMG,j

iunk (t)

)
≤ τi, m

fij
uu′k = 1∑

n∈N
∑

u∈U
∑

j∈Fi

(
τ PR,j
iuk (t) + τ PD,j

iunk(t) + τTD,j
iunk(t)

)
≤ τ̂i, Otherwise.

(31)

Constraint (31) is considered when there is no VNF migration, the upper bound delay is decreased

to τ̂i in order to prevent wasting of the resource usage. In other words, we assume that when

there is no VNF migration, the sum of propagation, transmission, and processing delay is always

lower than τi.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The optimization problem is formulated as below, in which we jointly maximize EE and

minimize services’ delay by finding optimal transmit power, subcarrier assignment, UAVs’

location, service function chain path, function placement and scheduling subject to network

and resource constraints.

Defining EE as the ratio of the network sum-rate over the total consumed power, we can write

the EE as follows [42]:

E(t) =

∑
u∈U

∑
k∈Ku

∑
l∈L g

l
uk(t)r

l
uk(t) +

∑
k∈Ku

∑
u∈U

∑
e∈E g̃

e
ku(t)r̃

e
ku(t)∑

u∈U
∑

k∈Ku

∑
l∈L g

l
uk(t)p

l
uk(t) +

∑
k∈Ku

∑
u∈U

∑
e∈E g̃

e
ku(t)p̃

e
ku(t) + Pcr(t)

, (32)

where Pcr(t) is the operation power consumption and is a function of UAV’s movement and the

time of activity [18], which can be hence defined as

Pcr(t) =
∑
u∈U

Pdξu(t) + UPcι, (33)
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where Pd is the power consumption per meter, ξu is the amount of movement of UAV u at time

slot t, Pc is the amount of constant power consumption of each UAV in one second.

min
p,p̂,p̃,q̌,q̃,x,y,χ,Y,σ,g̃,g

η = %1E − %2D,

Subject to:
∑

u∈U
∑

l∈L α
Oi
k g

l
uk(t)r

l
uk(t) ≥ αOi

k (t)bi,∑
u∈U

∑
e∈E α

Oi
k g̃

e
ku(t)r̃

e
ku(t) ≥ αOi

k (t)bi,∑
v∈V
∑

u∈U
∑

u′∈U α
Oi
k (t)σvuu′(t)$

v
uu′ ≥ αOi

k (t)bi,

τ PR
d
fij
uk

(t) + τ PD
iunk(t) + τTD

iunk(t) + τmg
iunk(t) ≤ ι,∀k ∈ K,

C1− C15,

(34)

where p = [pvuu′ ], p̂ = [p̂luk(t)], p̃ = [p̃eku], q̌ = [q̌u], q̃ = [q̃k],x = [x
fij
uk ],y = [yOi

uk ],χ =

[χ
fij
unk],Y = [YOi

unk],σ = [σvuu′ ], g̃ = [g̃eku(t)], g = [gluk(t)], %1 and %2 are two coefficients to

balance the EE and the whole average delay, αOi
k (t) is one if user k requests service Oi, and

otherwise is zero. The problem is solved at each time slot in two different scenarios. In the

first scenario, we consider that the migration can happened for each VNF of each user while

in the second scenario, there is no migration during the time duration of service for each user.

For example, consider user kSi requests service Oi to the user kDj with service duration Ti = 10

(time slots). According to the first scenario, every 10 time slots, the VNF migration can be

happen to guarantee the user QoS and minimize cost of the network, on the other hand, in the

second scenario, there is no VNF migration until the end of 10th time slot. As shown in Fig. 3,

if migration is allowed (Fig. 3 (a)), then the VNF placement may change based on the user’s

requirements, user’s mobility, and network cost, and if migration is not allowed (Fig. 3 (b)),

then the VNF placement remains the same until the 10th time slot.

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The optimization problem in (34) is non-convex and NP-hard. Thus, in order to solve it,

we adopt a hybrid action DRL-based method for centralized (single-agent) and decentralized

(multi-agent) scenarios. The optimization variables are UAV’s trajectories, subcarrier assignment,

transmit power allocation, and VNF placement and scheduling. The problem is solved at each

time slot based on new locations of users and the requested services. Our optimization problem

can be formulated as MDP, where UAVs act as agents and the Internet cellular network consisting

of users is considered as environment. At each time slot, the UAVs act in the Internet cellular

environment and serving the user’s demands which causes the environment to transitions to
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another state. Considering (34) as MDP yields to solve that using DRL methods. The basic

common RL method is Q-learning which suffers from limitation in discrete and low dimensional

state and action spaces [43]. On the other hand, using neural network as function approximation

for Q-learning, the DQN could be used to solve high dimensional continuous state spaces.

However, DQN can only handle low dimensional discrete actions [32]. To overcome the high

dimensional and continuous action spaces, DDPG, a model-free off-policy reinforcement learning

method [32], could be used. DDPG uses four networks as deterministic policy network (Actor),

Q network (Critic), target policy network (target Actor) and target Q network (target Critic).

The actor outputs continuous actions from continuous states directly instead of mapping the

probability distribution across discrete action space. Using the selected actions and the states as

input, the Critic network outputs the Q value in order to define how good or bad is those actions.

Then the Actor updates the policy distribution in the direction suggested by the critic. DDPG

reinforcement learning is robust and appropriate solution for the environment which the states

and actions are continuous. However, in some situations, agents must perform both discrete and

continuous actions simultaneously. In such situations, it’s convenient to use methods that can

play with a combination of discrete and continuous actions [34]. One of the typical approach

to handle hybrid continuous and discrete actions is to convert some of the continuous output
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of actor network into discrete actions [34]. Alternatively, by quantizing continuous actions of

action space, we have fully discrete action space so that the methods like DQN could solve the

problem [33]. None of the mentioned methods are optimal for mixed continuous and discrete

actions since mapping continuous actor outputs to discrete actions for DDPG suffers from slow

learning while quantizing continuous actions in action space for DQN causes high oscillations

in the converging steps [34].

A. Proposed Hierachical Hybrid Continuous and Discrete Actions

1) Single Agent: In this section, we introduce our proposed DRL method which can support

both continuous and discrete actions simultaneously. Consider an agent with an action a ∈ A

which is a combination of multiple continuous and discrete values as aς = (aς1, ..., a
ς
ξ) and

aΓ = (aΓ1 , ..., a
Γ
z), respectively, where z and ξ denote the number of discrete and continuous

actions. Therefore each action includes a set of continuous and discrete values, i.e., a = (aς , aΓ ).

For the continuous actions, the DDPG method and for the discrete action, DQN is considered.

It is worth mentioning that the action selection mechanism of our proposed DRL method is

performing in two successive steps. At the first step, the continuous actions are selected from

the actor network in DDPG module using the state of the environment as input, then at the

second step, the discrete actions are selected from the DQN module using the continuous actions

plus the state of the environment as input. Let θ, ω, and φ denote the parameters for actor,

critic and DQN networks, respectively. In the first step, the actor selects the appropriate actions

based on an approximation of a deterministic policy π(aς(t)|s(t); θ), then the critic estimates the

goodness of actions taken by the actor with Q(s(t), aς(t);ω) = Eaς(t)

[
R(t)|s(t), aς(t)

]
, where the

expectation taken over the action aς(t) is based on the deterministic policy π, i.e., π(s(t)|aς(t); θ).

Accordingly, at each training step t, the critic calculates the loss using the following equation:

L(ω) = Es,aς ,r,s′∼B
[
(y(t)−Q(s(t), aς(t);ω))2

]
, (35)

where y(t) = r(t) + γQω′(s(t + 1), aς(t + 1)), ω′ is the parameter of the target critic network,

and B is the replay buffer. The aim for DDPG module is to find a policy π which gives the

action aς(t) that maximizes the Qω(s(t), aς(t)). Therefore, by performing the gradient ascend

of loss function with respect to θ, we aim to solve the following objective:

max
θ

Es∼B
[
Qω(s(t), aς(t))

]
. (36)
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After selecting the appropriate continuous actions at time slot t as aς(t), the DQN module

outputs the discrete actions using the sDQN(t) which is sum of state s(t) and aς(t) as sDQN(t) =

aς(t)∪s(t). Fig. 4 depicts our proposed HHCDA in single-agent mode. For our HHCDA agent, we

can define a tuple as (S,A,R,S ′, γ) so that S is the agent’s observation from the environment,

A is all possible agent actions, S ′ is the next state, R is the reward function and γ is the discount

factor which defines how the future reward is important. More precisely, we define the elements

of each part of the tuple as follows:

• The state space S: The state of the agent at time slot t consists of all UAVs and users

position as q̌(t) and q̃(t), respectively, as well as the arrived services of user k, as Ok =

{kS
k, k

D
k ,Fk, bk, Tk, τk} and the residual cpu resource of all UAVs as CU and the residual

bandwidth between UAVs as $uu′ . So the state space for all agent is the same and defined

as S = (q̌(t), q̃(t), Ok, CU ,σ).

• The action space A: The action space consists of UAVs movement, ∆q̌U , uplink power

allocation, p̂(t), downlink power allocation, p̃(t), VNF placement, χ(t), VNF relay, Y(t),

uplink subcarier allocation, g̃(t), and downlink subcarrier allocation g(t). So, the action

space can be defined as (∆q̌U , p̂(t), p̃(t),χ(t),Y(t), g̃(t), g(t)).

• The reward function R: The reward is a numerical value given to the agent at each time

slot t from the environment and shows how the agent performs in the environment and

achieves its goal. The reward function for our proposed model can be defined as:

R = %1E − %2D. (37)

2) Multi Agent: Considering the multi-agent reinforcement learning, we assume each UAV

as an agent and each of them has DDPG and DQN for selecting the continuous and discrete

actions individually. On the other hand, we consider a centralized critic for evaluating the actions

of all UAVs in a centralized manner. Each UAV selects the action consisting of 17 variables

as its movement towards x and y directions, transmit power and subcarrier allocation in both

uplink and downlink transmission as well as VNF placement of 3 distinct users apart from their

positions, distances, and scheduling. For instance, UAV1 supports three distinct users as user1,

user2 and user3, and UAV2 supports other ones as user4, user5 and user6 and so on. It is worth

mentioning that we consider that UAVs do not have full observation from the environment, they

have limited information from the environment. Finally, for the reward function, the UAVs aim
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to maximize their team reward which is calculated as R based on (37). In the proposed HHCDA

method, the discrete actions are dependent on the continuous ones. In other words, the UAVs

change their position in order to perform VNF placement. In this regard, the continuous actions

related to UAVs trajectory design, as well as uplink and downlink transmissions powers (aς(t)),

will be used as input state for the DQN to output discrete actions (aΓ(t)) as VNF placement

and corresponding subcarriers for uplink and downlink transmissions.
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Fig. 4. Hierachical Hybrid Continuous and Discrete Actions method.

V. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

There are two main parts for the computational complexity of our proposed HHCDA DRL

method: action selection complexity and training process complexity.

A. Computational Complexity of Action Selection

We consider a fully connected neural network with fixed numbers of hidden layers and fixed

numbers of neurons in each hidden layer. The computational complexity of such networks is

equal to sum of sizes of input and output. For each UAV, the sizes of the inputs of the actor, critic,

and the DQN networks, i.e., the size of state and action spaces are 3U+2K+IJK+U+U(U−1),

3U + 2K+ IJK+U +U(U −1) + 3U + 5K, and 3U + 2K+ IJK+U +U(U −1) + 3U + 2K,

respectively. Therefore, the computational complexity of UAV trajectory design, power allocation

for all links, user association, subcarrier assignment, function placement, and changing route of

services’ traffic and estimation of the Q-function value for a state-action pair is IJK. All UAVs

should estimate the Q-function values, thus the computational complexity of action selection is

O(IJKU).
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Algorithm 1 The multi-agent HHCDA method
Input: Initialize weights of actor, critic and DQN networks, θ, ω, and φ, with random value.
Set: Put the value of main networks into the target networks, θ → θ̂ and φ→ φ̂.
By considering the memory size of: DMem, mini-batch memory size DMini-Batch, time slot number Td, and terminate
episode number E, perform following steps
for e = 1:E do

for td = 1:Td do
Observe s(t) of environment
for i ∈ (total UAVs) do

Observe state i from the environment
Obtain the continuous actions aςi (t) from si(t) based on the policy π from the actor network
Obtain the discrete actions aΓi (t) from si(t) + aςi (t) based on the policy πd from DQN network
Execute the hybrid action aςi (t) + aΓi (t) for each UAV i and obtain the team reward r(t)
Environment transitions to new state s(t+ 1)

end
Store (s(t), aς(t), r(t), s(t+ 1)) in expericence replay D
Store (sDQN (t), aΓ (t), r(t), sDQN (t+ 1)) in expericence replay DDQN

end
Randomly sample from mini-batch of D
Calculated following equation to update the critic
L(ω) = ED((y(t)i −Q(s(t), aς(t), ω))2)
yi(t) = r(t) + γQ(s(t+ 1), aς(t+ 1), ω)
Calculated following equation to update the DQN
L(φ) = ED((ydi (t)−Q(sDQN (t), aΓ (t);φ))2)
ydi (t) = r(t) + γ max

aΓ (t+1)
Q(sDQN (t+ 1), aΓ (t+ 1);φ)

Update the main networks using adam optimizer
Update the wight of target networks by period τ

end

B. Complexity of Training Process

The UAVs should calculate the Q-function values of all users. In accordance to previous

section, this step has O(IJKUM) computational complexity where M is the size of the training

batch. Moreover, fully connected neural network with fixed number of hidden layers and neurons,

the complexity of back-propagation algorithm is related to the product of the input size and the

output size. For each UAV, the sizes of the inputs of the actor, critic, and DQN networks are

3U + 2K + IJK + U + U(U − 1), 3U + 2K + IJK + U + U(U − 1) + 3U + 5K, and

3U + 2K + IJK +U +U(U − 1) + 3U + 2K, respectively. In addition, for each UAV, the sizes

of the outputs of the actor, critic, and DQN networks are 3U + 5K, 1, and 2K, respectively.

Therefore, the computational complexity of the back-propagation algorithm is O(KU3). Finally,

the training process complexity for all UAVs is O(MKU3).
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VI. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS

For Q-learning algorithm, the Q-function can converge to the optimal Q-function as t →

∞ with probability 1, if
∑∞

t=0 α
t = ∞ and

∑∞
t=0(αt)2 < ∞ are satisfied and |rt(st, at)| be

bounded [44]. Since our proposed algorithm is an extended version of Q-learning algorithm,

it can converge to the optimal Q-function as the mentioned condition are satisfied. To the fast

convergence and train our neural network effectively, we utilize the inverse time decaying learning

rate that uses the large learning rate in the first episodes in order to prevents the network from

getting stuck in a bad local optimum trap near the initial point and uses the small learning rate

in the last training epochs in order to converge to a good local optimum [45]. The convergence

of our proposed algorithm is also analyzed through simulations in Section VII.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of our proposed model NFV enabled aerial network is analyzed

using different DRL methods. Also, the comparison of our proposed single-agent HHCDA and

Multi- Agent HHCDA (MAHHCDA) DRL solution with the state-of-the-art ones, i.e., DDPG

and Multi-Agent DDPG (MADDPG) are provided accordingly. For the performance assessment,

we consider a square-shaped area with the length of 1000 m where there are 12 users that are

randomly and uniformly distributed in the area [27]. We consider 6 UAVs which can move at

10 m/s as maximum speed toward the x and y directions and have 75 m altitude. Each user

requests a service which is described with the destination user, number of functions, bit rate and

the maximum tolerable delay. The simulation is conducted using Tensorflow 2. Other simulation

parameters are provided in Table VII.

The trajectories of UAVs and users during training process are depicted in Fig. 5. The starting

position of each UAV is demonstrated by a square. After several iterations, as the UAVs trained,

the movements of UAVs are limited to smaller area which is depicted with a circle as the final

position of them. The comparison of the final position of each UAV with the users positions

indicates that the agents (UAVs) are trained to near optimal positions.

Fig. 5 (c) shows the accumulated reward (pallid curves) with its average (solid curves) obtained

by our proposed MAHHCDA Migration Enabled (MAHHCDA-ME) and HHCD-ME compared

to state-of-the-art methods, MADDPG-ME and DDPG-ME, during the training process. Note

2The source code and implementations are provided in https://ieee-dataport.org/documents/ai-based-and-mobility-aware-
energy-efficient-resource-allocation-and-trajectory-design-nfv
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TABLE I
NETWORK PARAMETERS

Parameter Description Value
K Number of users 6/9/12/15
U Number of UAVs 6
H UAVs altitude 75 m [46]
Wmax UAVs speed 10 m/s

Maximum UAV CPU capacity 1 GHz (32 bits)
Maximum UAV MEMORY capacity 2 GB

V max user mobility(Random walk) 0/3/6/9 km/h
Rmin Minimum required rate 5 Mbps
β1, β2 Environment parameters 0.36, 0.21
fc Carrier frequency 2 GHz
Pc Constant power consumption per second 0.01 Watts [31]
Pd Power consumption per meter 0.05 Watts [31]
p̂uk Maximum transmit power for UAV to users 5 Watts
p̃ku Maximum transmit power for UAV to UAV 5 Watts
ι Time slot interval 0.5 s
α Initial learning rate 0.001
γ Discount factor 0.99
B̂, B, B̃ Bandwidth for all 3 communications 5 MHz
N0 Noise power spectral -170 dBm/Hz
κ Path loss exponent 3.5
ε Epsilon decay 0.01
– Activation function ReLU and tanh [47]
– Number of episodes 3000
– Number of iterations 300000
– Number of hidden layers 3
– Target network update frequency 1000 [47]
M Batch size 128
– Number of neurons in each layer 512

that the ”ME” prefix for all DRL methods is used for indicating that the migration is allowed

for that method. As depicted, our proposed single-agent HHCDA-ME requires less training steps

than other methods. On the other hand, MAHHCDA-ME converges to lower reward value with

higher training steps compared with HHCDA-ME, because in our proposed MAHHCDA, the

agents have limited communication with each other, i.e., the agents only know about other

agents’ tasks and their instantaneous positions. Whereas, the single-agent HHCDA has whole

information about the environment and accordingly, it outperforms the multi-agent HHCDA. This

is true for MADDPG and DDPG as well. Although two single-agent methods perform better

than multi-agent ones, they have very high computational complexity and signaling overhead. It

is worth mentioning that we can improve the multi-agent performance, even more than single-

agent methods, by considering full communication between agents where all agents have full
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Fig. 5. (a) The UAVs trajectories during training process, (b) The users movement during training process, and (c) The average
accumulated reward for different methods with VNF migration and considering 12 users with 3 km/h mobility

observation from the environment [48].

Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 7 (a) show the RRR versus the mobility of users and the number of users

with 12 users having 3 km/h mobility, respectively. As demonstrated, increasing the mobility as

well as the number of users will increase the RRR significantly. On the other hand, considering

VNF migration, shown as methods with ” ME” prefix in the figures, yields to decrease the RRR

compared with other methods because the agents are allowed and trained to perform suitable

VNF migration based on the mobility of users and their requests. For the mobility of users

equal to 0 km/h, both MAHHCDA-ME and MAHHCDA, or HHCDA-ME and HHCDA, have

similar RRR, but as the the mobility of users increases, the methods which are allowed to

do VNF migration, outperforms other ones. Another result from Fig. 6 (a) is that, with the

RRR equal to 5% and 12 users with 3 km/h mobility, only HHCDA-ME supports the network

and user’s requirements. The average delay comparisons are provided in Fig. 6 (b) and Fig. 7

(b) for different DRL methods. Obviously, considering managed and proposed VNF migration

rather than random and unmanaged one for DRL methods, causes significant decrease in average
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delay. This is expected because when there is no VNF migration, as the users services chain

established on the UAVs, they may change their positions at each time slot during the life

time of their services, and cause to change their channel power gains and introduce more delay

or interference to the network. It should be mentioned that we consider 100 ms as maximum

tolerable average delay and all DRL methods can handle the network delay requirement. The

comparisons of the EE are shown in the Fig. 6 (c) and Fig. 7 (c). As depicted, increasing the

mobility of users as well as the number of users will decrease the EE since with higher mobility,

the UAVs encounter with more out-dated channel power gains, resulting a remarkable decrease

for EE. Although increasing the number of users will increase the data rate of the network in

the first place, we consider the users uplink power as the consumed energy in the denomerator

of the EE expression in (32), which causes the EE to decrease as the number of users increases.

Apart from considering VNF migration, the point in the results is that the multi-agents methods,

i.e., MAHHCDA and MADDPG, fall behind the single-agent ones, i.e., HHCDA and DDPG.

There is explanation for these results, as in the single-agent methods the environment is fully

observable to the agent, therefore, there is a centralized intelligence which can achieve the near

optimal policy for VNF placement and recourse allocation among users. On the other hand,

in multi-agents scenarios, since each agent has limit observation of the environment, i.e., it’s

position and some of the users’ positions and requests, therefore they cannot achieve the near

optimal policy. It should be noted that, multi-agent method can outperform the single-agent

one by allowing each agent have full observation of the environment which would increase the

method complexity. Another important result is considering hybrid actions in HHCDA compared

to DDPG based method. Since there are some discrete actions as VNF placement and migration

in the environment which is dependent to the UAVs and users positions, as well as the users’

requests, our proposed HHCDA method selects the near optimal VNF plcament and migration

actions in a hierarchical manner. In other words, the HHCDA agent decides to perform VNF

placement and migration based on the UAVs movement, power and bandwidth allocation policy

which theorically introduce the HHCDA agent more insight to select the near optimal VNF

placement and migration. In other words, the HHCDA agent first selects the power allocation

and the UAVs movements, then selects the VNF placement adn migration actions.

The performance gain and complexity analysis of our DRL method versus DDPG and MAD-

DPG are depicted in Table. VII. The positive and negative values for the relative performance

illustrate superiority and inferiority of the methods compared to DDPG, respectively, while for
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Fig. 6. Impacts of the mobility of users on (a) the RRR, (b) the average delay, and (c) the EE for different DRL methods with
VNF migration and without VNF migration.
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Fig. 7. Impacts of the number of users on (a) the RRR, (b) the average delay, and (c) the EE for different DRL methods with
VNF migration and without VNF migration.

complexity, they indicate more complexity and less complexity compared to DDPG, respectively.

Although our proposed HHCDA has more complexity, its performance gain is higher (65%)

compared to DDPG method. On the other hand, multi-agent scheme of our proposed HHDCA

method, has less complexity because the size of state space and action space are smaller compared

to single-agent ones. In other words, in multi-agent method the state space and action space are

divided into multiple smaller state and action spaces between agents, therefore the computational

complexity is decreased.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated a dynamic resource allocation, trajectory planning, VNF place-

ment, and scheduling framework for an UAV assisted network to support diverse services with

different QoS requirements. We proposed a hybrid action DRL-based framework, called HHCDA,
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE AND COMPLEXITY COMPARISON VERSUS DDPG METHOD

Method Relative Performance Complexity
HHCDA 65% 40%
MAHHCDA 50% 30%
MADDPG -25% -30%

to facilitate efficient resource allocation and network management. Simulation results showed that

our proposed migration enabled-scheme can effectively outperforms the state-of-the-art schemes

and satisfies QoS requirements for high mobility users, especially when the number of users is

large in the network. Moreover, for the implementation in large-scale UAV assisted networks,

we developed a distributed, low-overhead, and low-complexity multi-agent scheme.

.
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